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Introduction to MaxDiff applications

 

A typical MaxDiff experiment obtains data for estimating preference utilities for about 8 to 

40 items (brands, product features, priorities). In the usual MaxDiff task, respondents are 

shown a set (subset) of the possible items to be evaluated and are asked to indicate (among 

this subset) the best and worst items (or most and least important, etc.). Respondents 

typically complete 12 or more such sets where each set contains a different subset of 4 or so 

items. The combinations of items are designed very carefully towards the goal that each 

item is shown an equal number of times and each pair of items is shown an equal number of 

times. Each respondent typically sees each item two or more times across the MaxDiff sets.  

Since 2003, the Sequential BestWorst model, implemented in Latent LG Choice, has been 

used by many to analyze both single and multi-attribute choice data. For an example of the 

latter, see LG Choice Tutorial #6. Such analyses were conducted using the replication scale 

feature by coding the (optional) replication scale variable as 1 for the best and -1 for the 

worst. Due to the popularity of such analyses, the new scale type ‘BestWorst’ has been 

implemented in release 5.0 of LG Choice to simplify and automate the model setup, and 

thus users no longer need to utilize the replication scale trick to set up the model. 

As an alternative to the (Sequential) BestWorst model, the MaxDiff model, also known as 

the Joint BestWorst  or MaxDiff Quasi-Independence model, has been implemented in the 

syntax version of LG Choice 5.01. Unlike the sequential model which assumes that 

respondents always select the Best option prior to selecting the Worst option, the MaxDiff 

model assumes that one simultaneously selects that (best,worst) combination which offers 

the maximum difference in utilities. While the sequential BestWorst and MaxDiff models 

                                                      
1
 While the Basic and Advanced versions of LG Choice utilize the point-and-click module to run various kinds of 

models and view output, the LG-syntax module allows extensions of these models by simply including 
additional keywords or modifying equations in a syntax editor. See the LG-Syntax User’s Guide for full details.  
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often provide similar results, the BIC can be used to compare the fit of these models for 

given data. 

As always, for the new MaxDiff as well as other discrete choice models, LG Choice allows for 

K latent class segments to be estimated simultaneously with the estimation of utilities for 

each segment (see e.g., Magidson, 2003).  Various model fit statistics can assist in 

determining the number of segments that best fit the data. 

 

Introduction to Scale Factors

 

Traditionally, utility estimation for MaxDiff data takes place under the restrictive 

assumption that scale factors are identical for all respondents, and also are the same for 

best and worst responses, leading to potential bias in the utilities. New options in Latent 

GOLD Choice version 5.0 allow inclusion of a scale model to allow separate scale factors  

for those responses selected as worst from those selected as best, for different latent 

classes or to identify latent subgroups of respondents (latent scale classes) having 

different scale factors. The scale model is available for any discrete choice model, and 

attributes can also be included in the scale model for further flexibility.  

 

LG Choice tutorial

 

Goals: The primary goal of this tutorial is to show how BestWorst models can be estimated 

that allow for scale factors using the Advanced and Syntax versions of LG Choice 5.0.  

 Advanced:  Estimate BestWorst models with a different scale factor for worst 

responses, or allow classes to have different scale factors. 

 LG-Syntax: Illustrate how latent scale classes can be correlated with latent classes. 

 

A secondary goal is to introduce the Joint BestWorst model (also referred to as the MaxDiff 

model) that can be estimated using the syntax version of LG Choice (new in version 5.0). 

 LG-Syntax: Estimate Joint BestWorst (MaxDiff) models. 

 

Unlike the BestWorst models, it is not possible to estimate MaxDiff models with a different 

scale factor for worst responses because for that model a single scale factor applies to all 

options in the joint choice space. However, similar to BestWorst models, it is possible to 

estimate MaxDiff models with different scale factors for subgroups of respondents, where 

the subgroups are either latent or observed. 
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For this tutorial, all analyses are performed using the 1-file format. They can also be 

performed using the LG Choice 3-file format (see Tutorial 8A) or a Sawtooth .cho file. We 

begin by estimating models using the LG-Choice point-and-click module and then show how 

to use the LG-Syntax module to estimate some advanced models. 

Data: ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ 

Data from the Sydney transport project2 are used in this tutorial. These data were collected 

by CenSoC in a study to help set priorities. Respondents were asked to choose between 9 

short term improvements (alternatives). For a given respondent separate records are 

provided for each alternative within each choice set, identified by a respondent ID. For Best-

Worst models, a response variable is also included in the file coded as ‘1’ for the alternative 

selected as Best, ‘2’ for the alternative chosen as Worst, and ‘0’ for each of the other 

alternatives which are not chosen (as Best or Worst). Figure 1 below shows the data file.  

 
Figure 1: Sydney Transport data in the 1-file format. 

Specifically, respondents were presented with 12 tasks (choice sets), each consisting of a 

subset of 3 of these 9 alternatives. For each of these tasks, respondents were asked to 

                                                      
2
 For further information on these data, see the forthcoming book: Best Worst Scaling: Theory and Practice, by 

Louviere, Flynn, & Marley.  
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choose the option that should receive the highest priority and that which should receive the 

lowest priority, the latter being flagged as ‘1’ using the dummy variable ‘worst’. 

Figure 1 illustrates the data file for the first 5 choice sets for ‘RespondentID’ = 5. For 

example, for choice set 1, this respondent selected the first option as their highest priority 

(‘choice’=1 when ‘worst’=0) and the third as lowest priority (‘choice’=2 when ‘worst’=1). 

Note: As explained above, to use the ‘BestWorst’ scale type, the alternative selected as 

‘Best’ for a given choice task  must be coded as ‘choice’=1’ and the alternative selected as 

‘Worst’ as ‘choice’=2’. 

This MaxDiff design is balanced and has the following properties: 

1. Each alternative is included in exactly four choice sets. 

2. Each alternative is compared with each of the other alternatives exactly one time. 

For example, alternative 9 (‘Trains use green power’) is included as the third of 3 choice 

options in choice sets 3, 7, 8, and 12 (see column ‘alt3’ below). In these choice sets, it is 

compared with alternatives 1-4 which are offered as the first option (shaded blue below) 

and alternatives 5-8 as the second option (shaded green below). 

Set alt1 alt2 alt3 
3 4 7 9 
7 2 6 9 
8 1 8 9 

12 3 5 9 
Table 1: Choice sets containing alternative 9 (‘Trains use green power’) as the third option. 

 

Opening Previously Saved LG Choice Models 

 

We will begin by opening previously saved models.3 

In LG Choice: 

 Click on FileOpen. 

 In the Open window, click on the ‘Files of type’ drop down menu and select ‘LatentGOLD 

files(*.lgf)’ (see Figure 2). 

 Click on the file ‘SydneyTransport_1-file.lgf’ and then click ‘Open’. 

 

 

                                                      
3
 For a step-by-step tutorial on how to set up a model in LG Choice using the 1-file format, determine the 

number of classes, and save model definitions in a .lgf file, please see Tutorial 2. Note that Tutorial 2 deals with 
standard choice models (scale type = ‘Choice’), while this tutorial deals with BestWorst and MaxDiff models 
(scale type for the dependent variable ‘choice’ is set to ‘bestworst’ or ‘joint bestworst’). 

http://www.statisticalinnovations.com/wp-content/uploads/choice_tutorial2.pdf
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Figure 2: Opening previously saved models. 

 

Four previously saved models appear in the left pane (see Figure 3): 

1. Model ‘1-class’:  the homogeneous (1-class) BestWorst model. 

2. Model ‘8-class’:  the 8-class BestWorst model. 

3. Model ‘8-class+scale_worst’: 8-class model with separate scale factor for worst. 

4. Model ‘8-class+scale_worst+2-sClasses’: model with separate scale factor for worst 

and also different scale factors for 2 latent subgroups (2 scale classes). 

 
Figure 3: Four previously saved models. 
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 Left click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ in the Outline pane. 

 From the Task bar, click ‘Model’, then select ‘Estimate All’. 

After estimation has completed: 

 Click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ in the Outline (left hand) pane to 

compare the fit of these models by viewing the Data File Summary output (see Figure 4). 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Data File Summary Output. 

 

According to the BIC, the 8-class model fits better4 than the 1-class model (BIC is lower for 

the 8-class model). Comparing BIC for models 2 and 3, we see that the 8-class model is 

improved when allowing a different scale factor for the worst choices (BIC is lower for the 

model 3: ‘8-class+scale_worst’), and improved further when allowing latent subgroups to 

have different scale factors (BIC lowest for the model ‘8-class+scale_worst+2-sClasses’). 

 

Next, we will examine each of these four models in some detail. 

 

Standard 1-class (homogeneous) BestWorst model 

 

The utilities for the 1-class model are provided in the Parameters output. The Profile output 

transforms these parameters into probabilities, each being interpretable as the probability 

of choosing that alternative as best in a choice among all 9 short term improvements. 

 

 Click on the Profile output for the ‘1-class’ model (see Figure 5). 

 

                                                      
4
 One could estimate models containing 1-10 classes and verify that the 8-class model has the lowest BIC.  
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Figure 5. Profile output for the ‘1-class’ model. 

The 1-class (homogeneous) BestWorst model assumes that respondents are homogeneous 

in the sense that they all have the same priorities. Specifically, respondents give relatively 

low priority to the alternative ‘Trains use green power’, which would be selected as best 

only 6% of the time (see Figure 5). BIC rejects this homogeneous model because the 

patterns in the data are inconsistent with those that would be expected in a homogeneous 

population. A heterogeneous model with 8 latent classes, each exhibiting different 

priorities, is required to fit these data. 

 

 

Standard 8-class BestWorst model 

 

 Click on the Profile output for the ‘8-class’ model (see Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6. Profile output for the ‘8-class’ model. 

Output for each class is presented in a column consisting of the size of that class followed by 

the probability of choosing each of the 9 short-term improvements as the highest priority. 

The classes are ordered from the largest (probability = .2083) to the smallest (probability = 
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.0401). Class 5 chooses ‘Trains use green power’ as its highest priority, with probability of 

choosing this option as highest = .3653. This is the fifth largest class (probability of being in 

Class 5 = .1183). 

 

To view these probabilities in a plot: 

 

 Click on the the ‘+’ symbol next to ‘Profile’ to expand the Profile output. 

 Click on ‘Prf-Plot’ to view the Profile Plot. 

 At the bottom of the plot, click on ‘Class5’ to highlight the profile probabilities for this 

class (see Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Profile plot for the ‘8-class’ model. 

 

From the highlighted points it is clear that class 5 assigns highest priority to ‘Trains use 

green power’. 
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To view the (unstandardized) class-specific utilities for this model: 

 

 Click on Parameters (see Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 8. Parameters output for the 8-class model. 

 

The Profile and Parameters output provide equivalent information for the estimated 

utilities, the former in probability units, the latter as logits. Notice that for class 5 the utility 

for ‘Trains use green power’ is the highest among all 9 alternatives, consistent with the 

Profile output. 

 

 Click on ‘8-class’ to view the Model Summary output for this model and scroll down to 

the Classification Table for information on expected accuracy of the classifications based 

on modal assignment. 

In the bottom row note that 23 of the 200 respondents (11.5%) are classified into the 

segment that prefers ‘Trains use green power’ as their highest priority. 

 

 
Figure 9. Classification table for the 8-class model. 
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BestWorst model with different scale factor for worst choices 

As we saw above, the BIC criterion requires us to reject the standard 8-class BestWorst 

model, which assumes that the scale factors for the responses selected as worst are the 

same as those selected as best,  in favor of an 8-class model with different scale factors for 

the worst responses. 

 

To view the model definition for the ‘8-class + scale worst’ model: 

 

 Double click on the model ‘8-class+scale_worst’ to open the model definition window.  

 Right click on ‘worst’ in the Predictors window (see Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Including ‘worst’ as a scale predictor in the ‘8-class+scale_worst’ model. 

 

For this model, the variable ‘worst’ is included as a Scale Model predictor (note the keyword 

‘<sm>’ to the right of ‘worst’) to allow scale factors to differ for the responses selected as 

worst from those selected as best. 

 

 Click ‘Close’ to close the model definition window. 

 Click on the Parameters output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst’ model (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Parameters output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst’ model. 

 

 

For purpose of identification, the log-scale5 factor associated with the best choices is set to 0 

(scale factor = exp(0) = 1). The Parameters output shows that the log-scale factor estimated 

for the worst choices = -.3193, which is significantly less than 0 (p=.000071). Under the 

assumption that this model is true, this result might be interpreted as follows: “the worst 

choices exhibit less consistency across choice sets than the best choices”. Specifically, 

selection of the worst short term improvements is only exp(-.3193) = .73 times as consistent 

as the choice of the best short term improvement.  Later in this tutorial we shall suggest an 

alternative interpretation. 

 

To view the utilities estimated under this model in probability units: 

 

 Click on the Profile output for this model (see Figure 12).  

                                                      
5
Estimating the log-scale factor rather than the scale factor directly assures that the scale factor is non-

negative. The approach used in Latent GOLD Choice was suggested by Vermunt (2013). 
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Figure 12. Profile output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst’ model. 

Again, we see that one of the classes (Class 3) selects ‘Trains use green power’ as its highest 

priority. Class3 represents the third largest class (class size probability = .1315).  

 

BestWorst model with different scale factors for latent scale classes 

 

 Double click on the model ‘8-class+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ to open the model definition 

window.  

 Click on the Advanced tab (see Figure 13). 

 

  
Figure 13. Including 2 SClasses in the Advanced tab. 
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In the Advanced tab, SClasses=1 by default. For this model, we have specified SClasses=2 to 

allow different scale factors for 2 latent subgroups of respondents (latent scale classes). 

 

 Click ‘Close’ to close the model definition window. 

 

 Click on the Parameters output for the ‘8-class+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ model (see 

Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14. Parameters output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ model. 

 

The log-scale model now contains 2 parameters, the first associated with the ‘worst’ 

responses, the second associated with respondents in SClass 2. Formally, the scale equation 

expressed in terms of the dummy variables ‘worst’ and ‘Sclass2’ is: 
 

Log(scale factor) = -.297 worst - 1.033 SClass2 

  

where SClass2= 1 for the second scale class and = 0 for the first. 

 

We also see that the class favoring ‘Trains use green power’ is now Class 6 (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Parameters output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ model. 

 

 Click on the Profile output for this model. 

 Right click and unselect ‘Joint’ (see Figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 16. Profile output for the ‘8-classes+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ model. 

The top row of this output shows that Class 6 consists of 10.18% of respondents, and that 

SClass 1, the more consistent (more certain) SClass consists of 73.21% of the respondents. 

This model assumes that the latent variables Class and SClass are statistically independent, 

which means that each of the 8 classes consists of 73.21% of the respondents who are more 

certain.  

The Joint Profile output makes clear that there are a total of 8x2 = 16 different respondent 

types (8 classes that differ on preferences, each of which consists of 2 response clarity types 

– more vs. less consistent). To view the Joint Profile output: 

 Right click anywhere in the Profile output. 
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 Select ‘Joint’ (see Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 17. Joint Profile output for model ‘8-classes+scale_worst+2-sClasses’. 

 

We can test the independence assumption by comparing the fit of this model to a model 

that allows Class and SClass to be correlated, but to do so requires use of the LG-Syntax 

module, as illustrated below. 

 

Using the LG Syntax for BestWorst models 

 

The LG Syntax module offers various modelling option for BestWorst models which are not 

available in the LG-Choice point-and-click module. Two model options illustrated below are 

1) allowing association between Class and SClass membership, and 

2) defining joint BestWorst (MaxDiff) models  

 

Other options include allowing the scale effects to depend upon attributes and/or to vary 

across Classes6, including covariates in the model for the SClasses, utilizing continuous latent 

variables (random effects) to model continuous rather than discrete heterogeneity in the 

scale factor, and defining Choice models for longitudinal and multilevel data. 

We will now illustrate the use of the LG-Syntax module to test whether there is a nonzero 

association between Class and SClass membership.  

After setting up any of the BestWorst models with the LG-Choice point-and-click module, as 

we did above, we can then use the ‘Generate Syntax’ option to produce the syntax for these 

models. 

 Right click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ in the Outline (left hand) pane. 

                                                      
6
 For example, by including ‘worst|class’ in the syntax equation for the scale model, the different scale factors 

estimated for best and worst choices can be allowed to differ by class. 
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 Select ‘Generate Syntax’. 

A separate (new) syntax tree appears above the other tree as shown in Figure 18, similar in 

appearance to a new dataset being opened. Note that the names of the 4 point-and-click 

models are preserved in the syntax. 

 
Figure 18. The 4 BestWorst models represented as syntax models. 

To re-estimate our last model using the syntax module: 

 Right click on the ‘8-classes+scale_worst+2-sClasses’ model. 

 Click ‘Estimate’. 

Verify that the model is the same as estimated earlier with the LG-Choice point-and-click 

module by checking that the model summary statistics match. For example, BIC(L2) = 

3655.3496 for this model. Note that the individual output sections are formatted somewhat 

differently in the LG-syntax and the latent classes are no longer ordered from high to low.  

To estimate a new syntax model allowing correlation between Class and SClass: 

 Click on Model5 (a copy of previously estimated model including SClass effects). 

 On line 36, type ’Sclass <-> Class;’ (see Figure 19). 

 Right click on Model5 and select ‘Estimate’. 

Notes: Figure 19 shows that the scale model equation is defined using the new symbol ‘<<-’  

choice <<- worst + (-) SClass ; 
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For convenience, the minus sign that appears in parenthesis preceding SClass imposes the 

ordering “restriction” which serves only to assure that the SClasses appear in descending 

order7 in the Parameters output, as we saw earlier in Figure 15.  

  
Figure 19. Addition of ‘Sclass <-> Class’ to the scale model allows for non-zero Class X SClass associations. 

 

After estimation has completed: 

 Click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ in the Outline (left hand) pane to view 

the Data File Summary output (Figure 20) which compares the fit of these models.  

 

 
Figure 20. Data File Summary Output. 

 

According to the BIC, allowing the SClasses to differ by class does not improve the model fit 

(BIC for Model 5 is higher than previous model). Hence, we reject Model 5. 

 

                                                      
7
For purposes of identification the scale parameter associated with SClass 1 is set to 0 using the ‘coding = first’ 

LG-syntax option which imposes this dummy coding. The ‘(-)’ restriction affects the ordering of the SClasses 

such that for each subsequent SClass, the associated scale parameter becomes smaller. Thus, the scale 

parameter for SClass 2 is negative. 
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Estimate MaxDiff (Joint BestWorst) models 

 

A model closely related to the sequential BestWorst model is the MaxDiff model, also 

known as the Joint BestWorst model. Both are probability models for the joint (best,worst) 

choice. The probability structure associated with the sequential BestWorst model is: 

P(best,worst) = P(best)*P(worst|best) 

while the structure for the MaxDiff model can be expressed as a quasi-independence model: 

P(best,worst) = P(best)*P(worst)*Diag(=0) / C 

where diag(=0) yields structural zeroes to rule out the possibility of selecting the same 
option as both ‘best’ and ‘worst’ for any choice set, and C is a normalizing constant which 
assures that the joint choice probabilities sum to 1. For further details see Marley and 
Louviere (2005). 
 

In the LG Choice 5.0 syntax, the keyword ‘bestworst’ is applied to the response variable to 

indicate that the sequential best worst model is to be estimated (recall Figure 19). 

Alternatively, use of the keywords ‘joint bestworst’ causes the MaxDiff model to be 

estimated. 

 

Estimating a standard MaxDiff (Joint BestWorst) model 

 

We will now estimate 8-class MaxDiff models with and without 2 SClasses. To estimate the 

first model, we will copy the syntax used earlier to estimate the 8-class sequential 

BestWorst model, and modify this syntax by inserting the keyword ‘joint’ prior to the 

keyword ‘bestworst’. 

We begin by re-estimating the 8-class BestWorst model. 

 Right click on the model ‘8-class’ and select ‘Estimate’. 

After estimation has completed: 

 Right click on the model ‘8-class’. 

 Select ‘Copy Model’. 

 To rename this model, click twice on the model ‘8-class(1)’ to enter Edit mode. 

 Type the word ‘MaxDiff’ so that the model name is ‘8-class MaxDiff’. 

 In the syntax insert ‘joint’ prior to ‘bestworst’ (see Figure 21). 

 Click ‘Estimate’. 
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Figure 21. Inserting the keyword ‘joint’ to specify the MaxDiff model.  

 Click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ in the Outline (left hand) pane to view 

the Data File Summary output (Figure 22) which compares the fit of these models. 

According to the BIC, the MaxDiff model fits better than the sequential best worst model 

(6860.7 vs. 6881.2). 

 

 
Figure 22. Data File Summary Output. 

 Re-estimate ‘8-class + scale_worst’. 

 Click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’. 
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Figure 23. Data File Summary Output. 

 

Comparing the 8-class MaxDiff model with the 8-class BestWorst model with different scale 

factors for the best and worst responses, it is interesting to note that even with 1 fewer 

parameter (Npar=71 vs. 72) the 8-class MaxDiff model has a higher LL than the 

corresponding sequential model containing the additional scale parameter. It is also 

interesting that the LL values for these models are extremely close.  

 

 

Under the assumption that the MaxDiff model is true, we might say that the 

significant scale factor required to be added to the BestWorst model serves 

as a misspecification adjustment factor. Rather than being a measure of more 

or less certainty, this adjustment could be interpreted as an attempt to 

compensate for the faulty assumption that respondents always evaluate the 

options sequentially by first selecting the best and then the worst, rather 

than making both best and worst choices simultaneously.  

 

 

Estimating a MaxDiff (Joint BestWorst) model with 2 Scale Classes 

 

 Right click on the model ‘8-class MaxDiff’. 

 Select ‘Copy Model’. 

 To rename this model, click twice on the model ‘8-class MaxDiff(1)’ to enter Edit mode. 

 Type the words ‘+ 2 sClasses’ so that the model name is ‘8-class MaxDiff + 2 sClasses’. 

 In the syntax insert the following (see Figure 24.): 

o ‘SClass nominal 2 coding=first,’ on line 27, 

o ‘SClass <-1;’ on line 32, 

o and ‘choice <<- (-) SClass ;’ on line 33. 

 Click ‘Estimate’. 
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Figure 24. Adding to 2 SClasses to the 8-class MaxDiff model. 

After estimation has completed: 

 

 Click on the data file name ‘SydneyTransport.sav’ (see Figure 25). 

 
Figure 25. Data File Summary Output. 

 

According to the BIC, adding 2 sClasses to the 8-class MaxDiff model improves the model fit 

(6826.1 vs. 6860.7). This model also fits better than the corresponding BestWorst model 

containing the 2 SClasses as well as all other models.  

 Click on the Profile output for this model (see Figure 26). 
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Figure 26. Profile output for the ‘8-class MaxDiff + 2 SClasses’ model. 

Notice that 71.76% of the respondents are in the more consistent SClass (SClass 1). This is 

similar to the result we obtained from the BestWorst model which contained different scale 

factors for worst responses and for the scale classes (recall Figure 16).  

 

Summary of Results and Conclusion 

 

In this tutorial, we demonstrated new features in Latent GOLD Choice 5.0 which allow scale 
factors to be included in discrete choice models and a new model, the joint BestWorst 
(MaxDiff), to be estimated. These capabilities were illustrated using MaxDiff data from the 
Sydney transport project (Louviere et al., 2014).   

In comparing the MaxDiff model with the BestWorst model, the MaxDiff model fit these 
data somewhat better, suggesting that respondents selected both the best and worst 
options simultaneously as opposed to always selecting the best option first.  When 
estimating the BestWorst model, we found that it was improved with the addition of 
different scale factors for best and worst responses, the scale factors likely serving as an 
adjustment for model misspecification. When these scale factors were added, the fit of the 
adjusted BestWorst model approached that of the corresponding MaxDiff model.  

For both the MaxDiff and adjusted BestWorst models, further improvement was obtained 
through the addition of 2 scale classes to account for scale heterogeneity. Both models 
suggested that about 27-28% of respondents (Scale Class 2) were less consistent in their 
choices.  

The following model fitting strategy could be undertaken to determine the appropriate 
number of Classes & Scale Classes to be estimated: fit 1-10 Classes with 1 SClass, then 
repeat with 2 SClasses, then again with 3 SClasses. Use BIC to determine the best fitting 
model. 
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